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Cristy CaliPeace & Love
Rainbow Magic is made of rainbow fluorite. These
are excellent gemstones to meditate with because

they inspire productivity, innovation, an overall
sense of peace and can even help you become

more clear to make an important decision.
 

These bracelets are designed to remind you of the
divine magic within you and the incredible power

you hold over your happiness.
Sometimes, all we see around us is chaos, hostility

and division. But through the lens of purity, we
can choose to see the magic of Mother Earth that

surrounds us on a daily basis.

RAINBOW MAGIC



MYSTIC VOODOOJAZZFESTIN'
Spring garden features soft pastel hues of blue and green

Aquamarine, with pink Morganite specially cut into faceted
cubes.

 
As the flowers in your garden begin to blossom and show off

their natural beauty, we are reminded to follow their
example. Pink Morganite relates to inward self-love, while
green Aquamarine relates to outward expressions of love.

Mix that with blue aquamarine and the intention becomes
to love yourself & others unconditionally with courage.

 
When we love courageously, nothing can stop us from

expressing the purest essence of Spirit that lives within each
of us. The Greatest Garden in the Universe is Mother Earth,

and it is Her Spirit that awakens the buds, just as it is Her
Spirit that opens your heart to move love and abundance.

 

Although Mystic VooDoo Topaz may not be
completely natural, this gemstone is a perfect
example of how we can act as magicians by
transforming a plain gemstone into something
magnificent. If we can do this with gemstones, we
can do this with anything!

SPRING GARDEN
Jazzfestin’ is a fun, colorful and festive design full of

intention as each gemstone has a metaphysical meaning &
correlation to our energy bodies.:

 
Citrine is for joy, abundance, and the solar plexus.

Peridot for harmony, relationships and the heart chakra. 
Amethyst for protection, purification, and the crown charka.

Aquamarine for peace, courage and the throat chakra.
 

The combination of all these gemstones not only makes a
festive and beautiful design, but like music, also celebrates a

harmony of energy coming together to serve you. 
 

In VooDoo spiritual practices, and in
many other world religions,
intention and ritual is highly valued.
Mystic Topaz is created through
intention and a manifestation
process. When we make a conscious
decision to watch our thoughts, we
remember who’s really in charge.
The mind is a tool, but the soul lives
within the heart.

May Jazzfestin'  inspire you to re-activate these different
energy centers within your body and realign with your

Inner Child, or Youthful Self, the version of you who saw
the world full of color, love and light. 


